Introduction

Global environmental change is one of the most pressing issues of our time, as reflected by the increasing numbers of related policies and interventions. This policy brief seeks to contribute to the discourse through findings and reflections based on empirical research from the Mekong Delta, Viet Nam (Chun, 2014), and by advocating for a holistic approach to adaptation and resilience-building – one acknowledging the complex nature of vulnerability and mobility processes and outcomes in contexts of environmental stress.

The Mekong Delta

The Mekong Delta is the most downstream region of the Mekong Basin, where the Mekong River, which extends 4,200 km from the Tibetan plateau, is drained by a network of distributaries into the South China Sea (Sneddon and Nguyen, 2001). Roughly 47 per cent of the region, which hosts 20 per cent of Viet Nam’s population, is inundated during the July–November flood season (Sneddon and Nguyen, 2001).

While these seasonal floods are vital to the health of the agricultural “rice bowl” of Viet Nam – providing the region with nutrient-rich soils, waterways critical for transport and livelihoods, and natural fish catchments (Be et al., 2007) – the last four decades have witnessed a sharp increase in frequency of severe floods. The most recent example, in 2011, resulted in serious damage across seven provinces and to 11,768 acres of agricultural fields, the evacuation of close to 13,000 families, and 85 casualties (IFRC, 2012). In this context, the delta is
identified by some sources as a hotspot for potential displacement due to sea level rise (IPCC, 2007).\(^1\)

Accordingly, climate change adaptation (CCA) is a priority for the Vietnamese Government, with population relocation programmes featuring prominently in both CCA and socioeconomic development plans throughout the country. For this reason, and given that relocation is being considered as a CCA strategy by an increasing number of governments, this study includes both migration and relocation in its investigation of mobility processes in the region.

### Concepts

#### Vulnerability and Political Ecology

Two conceptual frameworks – vulnerability and political ecology – underpin the study’s approach to understanding and measuring the vulnerability of populations living in conditions of environmental stress. The social sciences tend to focus on the political, economic and social forces shaping inequalities, making some more vulnerable than others – for example, in the form gender or ethnic disparities, the political marginalization of certain groups, and policies perpetuating poverty traps among certain groups.

According to political ecology, these broader structures are also what shape unequal exposure to hazard risk and impact, with some groups more susceptible to their negative effects than others. Disasters are therefore the outcome of not only environmental events, but also of underlying vulnerabilities stemming from social inequality, failed or inappropriate economic policies and political marginalization.

#### Asset Vulnerability

Against this theoretical backdrop, the concept of asset vulnerability was developed in this study to measure differential vulnerability among households, and how livelihoods are pursued and responses undertaken in conditions of environmental stress. Given that a household’s asset portfolio (the totality of assets available to a household) is critical to shaping its responses to opportunities and threats, asset-poor households tend to be more susceptible to the effects of hazards and less able to recover from shocks and stressors. For example, key assets, such as substantial and regular income and sizable savings, tend to remain beyond the reach of asset-poor households, and the assets they do possess tend to be of poor quality and quantity. Households with poor assets (tangible and intangible) may include, for example, those with only temporary houses built on marginalized land, lack of access to agricultural land, poor health, and weak financial planning skills.

### Methodology

#### Research Sites

The study consisted of four research sites. The two rural communes – (a) Vinh Tri commune, Vinh Hung District, Long An Province, and (b) Long Thuan commune, Hong Ngu District, Dong Thap Province – are located in upstream areas of the Mekong Delta, susceptible to heavy seasonal floods. The primary environmental stressors consisted of seasonal flooding in Vinh Tri commune and riverbank erosion in Long Thuan commune. The two communes contain both rural areas experiencing environmental stressors common in the Mekong Delta, as well as government relocation sites intended primarily for those affected by these hazards.

Two urban cities – Can Tho and Ho Chi Minh – were also included, to investigate migration experiences and decision-making from both rural sending and urban receiving areas. The two urban sites chosen were: (a) An Khanh Ward, Ninh Kieu District, Can Tho, and (b) Ward 15, District 8, Ho Chi Minh.

### Findings

#### Key Household Assets

Several household assets were identified as critical determinants of (a) household vulnerability, (b) livelihood outcomes and (c) mobility decision-making in conditions of environmental stress.

**The homestead.** Ownership of a permanent and safe home holds significant cultural meaning in the Mekong Delta, as it symbolizes the establishment of the foundations of one’s life. This cultural context, as well as the physical safety offered by such homes (made of durable materials and located away from hazards), influenced household mobility decisions.

Home ownership was a deterrent to outmigration, even when households were repeatedly exposed to natural hazards and livelihood loss, with some household members remaining on the homestead even when others have migrated for economic or other personal reasons. Owning a home further dampened the motivation to participate in relocation programmes. In

---

\(^1\) It is worth noting the Fifth Assessment Report (2014) of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), which acknowledges the difficulty of projecting future displacement and migration patterns, given the role of multiple drivers and lack of convincing empirical evidence.
contrast, households that did not own homes but lived in temporary houses made of weaker materials (such as bamboo and thatched leaves) on land which was not their own, showed greater enthusiasm and desire to be relocated, as relocation programmes were seen as an opportunity to live in safe and durable homes, which is normally beyond their means.

**Agricultural land.** Access to agricultural land was among the most important determinants of wealth, with the highest overall income levels found among landowners, the smallest incomes among landless households, and those renting land in between. As land can be used as a liquid asset and as collateral, it further differentiated the wealthy, who are able to manage their assets to grow their asset profiles, from the asset-poor, who struggle to meet the demands of daily survival. In the context of hazards, asset-poor households therefore tend to be more vulnerable to their effects and are less equipped to recover from such events.

In terms of its influence on mobility decision-making, ownership of agricultural land was found to play a comparable role as a migration deterrent to that of home ownership, with non-ownership of land signifying a weaker bond between an individual and his or her place of origin.

**Human assets.** Financial planning skills and diversified income-generating skills were the human knowledge assets found to be most consistently lacking among the asset-poor. Financial planning is integral to the formation of strategies for growing weak asset profiles in the long term, through measures such as spending less and saving more, and investing in future payoffs (for example, keeping children in school rather than prioritizing their present contribution to the household income). Furthermore, for asset-poor rural households, the inability to diversify – and therefore increase incomes – tended to translate to labour-intensive work characterized by low and unsteady returns.

Robust responses to stress (such as market fluctuations, and crops lost to environmental events and pests) were found more commonly among households of greater wealth, facilitated by rich asset profiles that included human psychological assets such as a strong sense of agency and confidence in their ability to overcome obstacles. Furthermore, given that cognitive resources are finite, some authors propose that when the mind is preoccupied with financial stress, less cognitive resources remain available to devote to other problems at hand (Mani et al., 2012).

This points to a convergence of pressures that exacerbate vulnerabilities during flood season in the Mekong Delta – environmental stress and its various impacts, greater impoverishment due to lack of employment, and poorer decision-making as a result of decreased availability of cognitive resources.

**Health and able-bodiedness** were also critical to shaping household asset profiles and wealth, as income generation was not possible (in the rural agricultural context) without a healthy and labour-ready body, particularly for labour-dependent, asset-poor households.

**Relocation and Vulnerability Shifts**

While relocation programmes have been able to provide households with durable housing, they often do so while shifting vulnerabilities, rather than ameliorating overall vulnerability. The destabilization of household livelihoods was common, given that certain income-generating activities were no longer accessible (for example, due to increased distances from fields or water sources) or permitted (such as keeping livestock). Moreover, substantial loans were incurred as part of the relocation process (i.e. government loans for housing plots and house construction), and social networks (vital for employment and assistance during times of need) were weakened. Increased dependency on government aid and support were also found among relocated groups, as well as a decrease in a self-sufficient way of life.

When people were moved away from natural assets essential for their livelihoods, some responded by returning to their places of origin to be able to continue their livelihood activities. In flood-prone areas, this often entailed a return to flooded areas during flood season.

**Environmental Stress and (Im)mobility**

The most frequently cited reasons for migration from rural areas of the Mekong Delta to the cities of Can Tho and Ho Chi Minh were rooted in poverty and livelihood difficulties (including seasonal unemployment and lack of jobs beyond agricultural work) in origin areas, and, correspondingly, the availability of higher incomes and consistent year-round work in these destination cities. These conditions are reflective of the stress of rural poverty and represent a typical scenario in Viet Nam and many other industrializing countries.

Nevertheless, the environmental context exerted different degrees of pressure on households and their ability to remain in their areas of origin. While seasonal
flooding was found to be an indirect migration driver, primarily through its impact on livelihoods, riverbank erosion left households with no option but to leave. Hence, when considering to what degree environmental stress can cause forced migration, compared to seasonal flooding, riverbank erosion in the Mekong Delta is more likely to do so.

Seasonal floods are an integral part of the fabric of life in the Mekong Delta – essential to livelihoods, and to which people have developed adaptation measures (such as reinforcing homes, raising furniture on bricks, and fishing during the flood season). As such, seasonal migration in response to floods is part of the historical and cultural narrative of the region. It is, however, possible to postulate that should seasonal floods continue to change to exert greater pressure on livelihoods, an increase in seasonal migration (and perhaps in the very long term, permanent migration) may result.

In contrast to seasonal flooding, riverbank erosion is relatively unpredictable, resulting in the sudden and permanent loss of critical assets – most notably, land and housing. Given the impossibility of remaining in one’s current location, this leads to the question of whether higher rates of outmigration would occur in such contexts in the absence of relocation programmes. This points to the value of relocation programmes that provide households, particularly the asset-poor, with the option to remain in or close to their homes rather than face displacement.

Nevertheless, if the goal of relocation is to decrease overall vulnerability, the outcomes assessed in this study were found instead to be the prevalence of vulnerability shifts. This finding is further supported by an overwhelming body of evidence on the effects of relocation from the literature on development-induced displacement and resettlement.

**Recommendations**

(a) Different stressors, environmental (e.g. flooding, erosion and saline intrusion) and otherwise (e.g. poverty-related pressures, market fluctuations and increased mechanization of agriculture), exert pressure on households in diverse ways. The complex perspectives of the affected individuals are therefore essential to understanding the range of external pressures and their local impacts, and designing appropriate and sustainable interventions and policies.

(b) Household asset profiles (such as access to land, adequate housing, good health, and livelihood and life skills) determine how vulnerable or resilient households are to stressors, and what response measures are available to them. Macro-scale assessments and planning should be paired with micro-scale data, to capture a nuanced understanding of vulnerability, mobility and livelihood outcomes, as experienced by local populations.

(c) By identifying key assets and appropriate points of entry for intervention, it is possible to more sustainably decrease vulnerability in an informed manner, rather than produce vulnerability shifts. This is relevant for relocation programmes, specifically in determining whether they are appropriate, and for whom and how they should be implemented. Participation of local populations is therefore vital during all stages of the programme, as are sufficient funds and their transparent use, and capacity-building of government officials. Furthermore, relocation programmes provide an opportunity to contribute to broader sustainable development outcomes, such as the adoption of green urban planning and architecture, and the rehabilitation of ecosystems and natural hazard defences (e.g. mangrove forests).

(d) Attention should be paid to the most asset-poor, who are often trapped – in poverty and in their current location, unable to migrate due to lack of resources, and having no option but to remain in hazard-prone areas, unable to adapt in a sustainable way. This may be where the value of relocation, if done well, may be most pronounced.
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